Optical Cherenkov radiation in overmoded microresonators.
We show that an optical analog of Cherenkov radiation (dispersive wave) is observable in a nonlinear microring resonator generating Kerr frequency comb and containing linearly interacting families of equidistant modes. The radiation results from disruptions in the frequency dependent group velocity dispersion of the pumped cavity modes and is emitted into different mode families of the resonator. This effect reveals itself as a dispersive shaped structure in the spectral envelope of the frequency comb. We found that the dips in the comb spectrum correspond to peaks of the emission of the power in the other mode families of the resonator. The spectrum of the combs that includes both mode families does not have any dips, but peaks and resembles the Cherenkov radiation spectra frequently observed in Kerr comb systems. This Letter shows that a correct description of the Kerr comb in presence of mode anti-crossings should take into account not only the pumped mode family with modified dispersion parameter, but also the modes of the interacting families.